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About This Game

The most compelling destruction game made for virtual reality! Use iron balls to destroy mysterious ruins on islands floating in
the sky. The limited number of balls means you'll have to play strategically in order to proceed. Designed for the HTC Vive.

Features

Smash ruins so large you'll have to look up to see them in their entirety. Destroy a certain percentage of each stage to
clear it and move on to the next one.

Ten kinds of ruins for you to destroy! The higher levels are stricter on the number of balls you get and the completion
ratio you must reach.

Aim carefully with one controller or make a big mess with two! Either way is a great stress reliever!

How to Play

Cause as much destruction as possible with as few balls as you can. The most efficient methods will require some
planning!

Think about where to start so that the resulting debris doesn't block your subsequent shots.
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The balls can ricochet. Take advantage of this to get a high score!

You can adjust the angle of your shots by tilting your head or crouching. Unexpected positions can yield unexpected
results.

The game is playable from a sitting position, but it's more exciting while standing up!
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Title: Destroyer
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
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CFlat
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2016
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English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Had no problems with this game\/story, as it is more a story that you experience than a game.
I quite enjoyed the experience but would say it is too short.
Completed in less than 2.3 hours but did find it engaging.
Not something I will go back to but worth sharing with a friend.. It's a good game for its price. It's not a great game though. It's
just a treadmill for the sake of being one. Everything scales to you, so there's never a sense of progression or that your character
is getting better. It's very much a resource management game as well; you can only have 5 potions, you have limited spell
components, and it takes a turn to switch between items and most spells.

It has things that seem neat, but once you realize that it's pointless, they lose their fun. There are shrines and enchanters you can
use, but there's no real point to do so because the next dungeon you go in all the loot that drops will just have scaled up numbers
so they'll be better. Sure you might have a piece of gear for a few levels, but when you replace it, you won't seem like you've
received a great upgrade. It's still going to take you the same number of hits to kill everything because they scale up along with
you.

You have three stats, but it's not like you can decie how you want to build the character. They don't seem to do anything, and are
just there to make you spend them to equip the scaled up thing that just dropped. Putting stats in never actually feels like it helps
you out. It's just a resource for you to spend.

Speaking of spending, all you do is spend your gold to upgrade your shops to the next scaled up level of gear. So that you can
spend your stat points. So that you can kill things in the same number of hits as you were before you leveled up.

It's a fun few hours, until you realise how pointless it all is. Play it through once for the story, if you like stories, but it won't ever
feel like your character is getting better as you go.. I loved the game! It has a beautiful story and message behind it. Every
relationship is about communication. The artwork was nice and the atmosphere was warm. The game really moved me.

. Nothing to say. I awaited this game for PC for a long time, and while it's graphics aren't the best, nor is the gameplay epic, this
is still a fun game to play. Everyone \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing that this sucks or its poor quality doesn't know the
value of a dollar as it must be handed to them to shut them up from mom and dad. Only thing I don't like is there is no jump
buttonm but for 10.00 I would recommend this game to anyone. Hopefully the next title will have multiplayer as well as a jump
key.. Do not buy this garbage. I wouldn't even recommend trying it if it were free. Don't waste your time.. quot;full release" still
buggy as hell the cutscenes are horrendous looking, characters still glitch through objects from time to time mostly amelia, it
had a ton of great potenial, the gameplay is still top notch everything else is just sub par, amelia's campaign is basically a reskin
of asura's campaign, dont understand what went wrong exactly everything was looking good, the gameplay was the reason i
bought this and gave everything bad about it the excuse of "it's early access" now i cant.
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Although the $9.99 dollar price tag might seem a bit much, this game is well worth every cent of it. If you have even a passing
interest in the subject matter, then this game is for you. Clad in Iron: Gulf of Mexico 1864 is, without a doubt, a seriously fun,
intense, involving simulation of age of steam naval combat with nearly infinite replay value. It is a more than worthy successor
to Ironclads Series. This is a very peculiar game. I recommend buying ONLY fans of naval games, who will not be afraid to
read the manual.. People need to stop whining. I have a HOTAS that isn't supported on day 1. But I've played AC since the 1st
one on PSX and I know it's optimized for controller so I was intending to play with controller for my first playthrough anyway.
Calling the whole game bad because of a couple port issues and 0.2 hours on record isn't fair to the whole game, and I can't
accept those as a review on the entirety of the game.
The game is good so far. I have a couple nitpicks of my own as a longtime series player. I'm not a fan of how rushed most of the
missions feel with tight time limits. I like being able to approach each mission in different ways and not being super efficient
can be fun.
Some of the textures on the aircraft (and especially pilot legs) are lower than what I would expect out of a game in 2018.
The story is cheesy as usual.
I've noticed as the series progresses the boss planes move more and more unrealistically, with the main bad plane janking around
to such a degree that I scoffed and might have thought it was a bug (especially when he fleew through a mountain).
The tech tree is very badly organized and confusing to navigate, especially with the locked-in way the cursor moves around.
Plane variety is not the best, but pretty good.
Other than that, I feel like this game is a more difficult addition to the series, mostly because of the time limits, but the new
weapons are very fun.
It's not a flight sim, but more of an arcade experience (though not as crazy as assault horizon).
If you like the planes and the trailer, get this game!. Do you like pinball? Do you have a high end system? Do you enjoy it when
your eyes bleed?

HOLY BEJEEEZUS this game is gorgeous. EYE-BLEEDING visuals. Worth every penny.. Epic ragdoll gameplay and the
ammount of destruction you can pour onyour your little clone is amazing gratz to the devs on such a good game hopefull there
will be some updates and new weapons to keep the game fresh
https://youtu.be/dGwRyzmJg_o. This was one of those games that I bought a long time ago, forgot about, and rediscovered as a
treasure. The game is pretty much what it says on the tin: bowling with zombies. And as long as that is what you want, it's a great
time-waster.

The storyline is a fairly unremarkable "stop the zombies" arc and the gameplay is easy enough to learn in about 15 minutes. The
powerups and the computer's ability to set traps is quite appreciated since there isn't much variety for bowling. My biggest
caveat is that some of the achievements are REALLY situational and may require a great deal of grinding play if one wants to
earn them honestly (I modified the game directory to make massive balls just to snatch up the last 4-5).

I got 2.5 hours of real enjoyment out of this game; price it accordingly for a lazy Sunday afternoon.. Best expansion for a game :
EVER!
I haven't had so much enjoyment playing an expansion pack. As always, Valve never fails to impress, same goes to Gearbox for
their legendary game developing skills.
Opposing Force not only expands the main game, but adds major updates to the already grand foundation laid out by Half-Life.
The story starts right where Half-Life starts, but you're controlling a commando of the HECU unit (which was the army
squadrons that were trying to kill you in the original game) and the plot cuts off to a different direction that we never got to see
before and also you get to have super cool buddies and with so many additions to the game which are : MANY new weapons,
different equipment, lots of new characters, better AI, squad teammates with different attributes, lots of new enemies.
And best thing was, I got this gem during the Valve special sale event along with the whole Half-Life collection just for 10
bucks. Best decision EVA!
10/10 - All hail Gaben, our lord.. what a neat guy with some cool clothes am i right fellows
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